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Abstract The non-stationarity of the North Atlantic
atmosphere-ocean coupling is investigated utilizing a
long time integration of a coupled atmosphere-ocean
general circulation model (GCM) and a consistent atmospheric experiment forced by the climatological sea
surface temperature (SST) of the coupled GCM. The
temporal behavior of the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) is non-stationary with two dierent decadal regimes being identi®ed: (a) phases with enhanced (active)
low-frequency variability of the NAO index are characterized by regional modes with a baroclinic Paci®cNorth America (PNA) and a dominant barotropic
North Atlantic pattern; (b) in phases with reduced
(passive) low-frequency variability a global mode connects tropics and midlatitudes. The characteristic space
scales are similar in the coupled and the consistent
atmospheric experiment; the time scales of the atmospheric eigenmodes are modi®ed by ocean dynamics. In
the active (passive) phase the corresponding atmospheric
mode is reinforced by the North Atlantic (tropical
Paci®c) SST.

1 Introduction
The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) plays an important role for the European climate and its variability
(Hurrell 1995). It is characterized by the two anticorrelated ``centers of action'' of the Azores high and the
Iceland low. They were identi®ed a long time ago and
used to de®ne a circulation index (Defant 1924). During
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the last century the North Atlantic climate variability
has covered a wide spectral band with a distinct lowfrequency contribution; also proxy data of NAO show
enhanced and reduced phases of low-frequency variability (Appenzeller et al. 1998).
The origin of low-frequency variability is still under
debate ranging from external parameters like volcanos
(Graf 1994), via internal (nonlinear) wave±wave interaction in the atmosphere (James and James 1989; James
et al. 1994; Franzke et al. 2000) to stratosphere±troposphere coupling (Perlwitz et al. 2000). Furthermore, recent ensemble experiments show that the observed NAO
variations are reproduced by a realistic SST forcing
(Rodwell et al. 1999; Latif et al. 2000), but caution is
needed when forced GCM simulations are used to
interpret the variability of the coupled system. This is
because the air±sea heat ¯uxes are of the reverse sign to
those observed (Bretherton and Battisti 1999). In addition, atmosphere±ocean coupling and its impact are
discussed in several observational and model studies,
which often yield contradicting and confusing results
(Frankignoul 1985; Lau 1997; Latif 1998).
Early observational studies of the North Atlantic
climate (Bjerknes 1964) suggested a regional mode which
describes the atmosphere±ocean interaction in terms of a
conceptual model where the atmosphere leads the ocean
on shorter and interannual time scales, while for longer
time scales the ocean dynamics increases in importance.
Recently, no dierence between the wind±sea surface
temperature relationship on interannual to interdecadal
time scales have been identi®ed, but a second mode has
been found which may be forced by altered ocean currents rather than the local wind (Deser and Blackmon
1993). In addition Halliwell (1997) concluded that local
atmospheric forcing of winter SST anomalies remains
important for longer periods than previously realized.
Using atmosphere±ocean general circulation models
(GCM) a coupled mode has been identi®ed in the North
Paci®c (Latif and Barnett 1994, 1996) and in the North
Atlantic (GroÈtzner et al. 1998); the subpolar gyre reacts
to wind ®eld variations and the ocean is able to feed
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back to the atmospheric ®elds. Timmermann et al.
(1998) described a coupled oscillation between the NAO
and the thermohaline circulation.
Observational studies emphasize the importance of
tropical variations for the European climate suggesting
a global mode of interaction between atmosphere and
ocean (Rowntree 1972; Fraedrich and MuÈller 1992;
Fraedrich 1994). For large warm (cold) SST anomalies
in the eastern tropical Paci®c the North Atlantic storm
track tail is shifted southward (northward) leading to
positive (negative) pressure anomalies over northern
Europe and negative (positive) pressure anomalies over
central Europe (Fraedrich and MuÈller 1992). Reversely,
under low (high) pressure situations over central
Europe, the North Paci®c storm track extends less
(further) eastward and thus closer (further) to the west
coast of North America and a lack (occurrence) of a
strong eastward stationary wave activity ¯ux over the
Atlantic (Fraedrich et al. 1993). This has been substantiated by GCM experiments reanalyzing the proposed El NinÄo Southern Oscillation (ENSO) Europe
link (Palmer and Anderson 1995; May 1999; May and
Bengtsson 1999).
Uncoupled atmospheric GCM experiments show that
existing atmospheric modes are eectively reinforced by
realistic North Atlantic SST anomalies (Robertson et al.
2000). The intensity of the quasi-barotropic atmospheric
response is modi®ed by baroclinic eddies (Peng and
Whitaker 1999; Walter et al. 2000) showing an in¯uence
on the hemisphere scale. Blade (1997) noted that SST
anomalies in the real world act to bias the atmospheric
circulation toward certain ¯ow regimes by increasing
their persistence. On the synoptic scale weather regimes
are de®ned either in terms of local density maxima in
phase space or as areas of phase space where the state
vector is quasi-stationary (Palmer 1999).
In an attempt to unify these dierent aspects we
interpret the impact of regional and global ocean±
atmosphere coupling as part of the non-stationary
behavior of NAO and present a regional or global
regime with enhanced or reduced low-frequency variability utilizing GCM experiments. A brief description
of the atmosphere and ocean models, the experimental
design, and the data analysis methods are introduced in
Sect. 2. Then, characteristic spatial and time scales in a
coupled atmosphere±ocean experiment are compared
with observations and with an atmospheric simulation
forced by climatological SST (Sect. 3). Decadal regimes
are presented in Sect. 4. The results are summarized in
Sect. 5.

2 Experimental design and analysis methods
An atmospheric and an ocean GCM are used to analyze the climate
variability in the North Atlantic by two consistent experiments: (1)
the atmosphere-ocean interaction is simulated by a coupled GCM
and (2) the internal atmospheric dynamic is simulated as an atmospheric response forced by the consistent climatological SST
which is prescribed by the coupled experiment.

2.1 Models
The fourth version of the European Centre model of Hamburg
(ECHAM-4) is the atmospheric part of the coupled general circulation model (Roeckner et al. 1996). This spectral model is used
with triangular truncation at wave number 30 (T30), corresponding to a longitude±latitude grid of approximately
3.75° ´ 3.75° and 19 hybrid sigma-pressure levels in the vertical
up to 10 hPa. The T30-resolution is chosen as a good compromise
between computational costs and realistically simulated climate
statistics compared with ECMWF-Reanalyses (Stendel and
Roeckner 1998).
The oceanic part of the coupled general circulation model is the
Hamburg ocean model in primitive equations (HOPE) simpli®ed by
the Boussinesq approximation and formulated on a Gaussian T42
Arakawa-E grid (Wol et al. 1997). The horizontal resolution is
approximately 2.8° ´ 2.8°, whose meridional part is increased in
the tropics to 0.5°. In the vertical the model consists of 20 irregularly distributed levels with ten levels in the ®rst 300 m.
2.2 Experimental design
Two experiments are carried out: a coupled experiment which
simulates the present day climate variability and identi®es physical
mechanisms of the atmosphere±ocean interaction and, for comparison, a consistent atmospheric experiment forced by a climatological boundary condition.
1. Coupled experiment: ECHAM-4 and HOPE are coupled
through OASIS (Terray et al. 1998, Ocean Atmosphere Sea Ice
Soil) and an annual mean ¯ux correction schemes for heat and
fresh water; the atmospheric component, ECHAM-4, is modi®ed
compared to the standard version in order to account for sub-grid
scale partial ice cover. A 600-year simulation for present-day climate conditions is carried out (Legutke and Voss 1999); the focus
in this study lies on a period of 100 model-years. The ®rst 130 years
are not used because of a drift. Note that the model drift is mainly
found in the Southern Hemisphere, so the in¯uence on the
Northern Hemisphere is weak.
2. Atmospheric experiment: SST, sea ice cover, sea ice thickness,
and sea ice albedo of the coupled experiment are averaged over 100
years (a mean seasonal cycle January to December). These are the
®xed boundary conditions for the atmospheric model ECHAM-4.
A 100-year atomspheric simulation is carried out. Note that there is
no bias in long term mean ocean and sea-ice components of both
experiments. In this sense, the atmospheric experiment is consistent
with the coupled experiment.
2.3 Data analysis techniques
Spatial patterns are identi®ed by regional empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) analysis of the 500 hPa geopotential in the
Atlantic sector (20°N±69°N to 89°W±8°E) and the Paci®c-North
America sector (8°N±69°N to 180°W±60°W) analyzed in terms of
the winter season means (December to February). The temporal
behaviour of the ®rst North Atlantic eigenmode (NAO) is discussed by spectral analysis of an index. For comparison with
observations (Hurrell 1995) the NAO index in the simulations is
de®ned as the normalized 500 hPa geopotential dierence averaged over four points (near Azores minus Iceland). [NAO indices
calculated for the simulated 500 hPa and the 1000 hPa geopotential are highly correlated, (correlation coecient: 0.9).] The
centered variance (deviation from the long term mean) on the 5 to
30-year spectral band of this index is used to de®ne phases with
enhanced (``active'': ³ one standard deviation) or reduced (``passive'': £ ± one standard deviation) variability. The variance of the
5 to 30-year spectral band is deduced for each 30-year window
using the maximum entropy method. Note, that the identi®cation
of active and passive phases with this spectral method is insensitive
using slightly dierent band-pass ®lters (4±30, 6±30, 5±25 years) or
dierent lengths of the phases (25, 30 years). The total variance,
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however, is comparable in both phases (using an f-test with a
signi®cance level 99%).
The non-stationarity of the space±time variability is described
by dierent regimes. These regimes are identi®ed by active and
passive phases of the NAO index and the corresponding spatial
scales utilizing global teleconnection maps. The maps are deduced
for each 30-year phase by the teleconnectivity which is the strongest
negative correlation of the 500 hPa geopotential at one base point
with all grid points assigned at the base point (Wallace and Gutzler
1981). Only strong negative correlations which clustered together in
a large area are considered as ``centers of action''. One-point correlation maps show the connection between these centers which are
denoted by arrows.

3 Climatological setting
The characteristic space and time scales of the coupled
experiment are compared (a) with observations to
demonstrate that the model adequately represents the
observed climate variability and (b) with the consistent
atmospheric experiment (forced by the climatological
SST of the coupled simulation) to illustrate the in¯uence
of interactive ocean dynamics. Non-stationarity in the
space±time variability is described by phases of enhanced (active) or reduced (passive) low-frequency
variability of the NAO.

Fig. 1a, b Coupled experiment:
®rst EOF patterns of 500 hPa
geopotential (the model year
from 130 to 229) for a North
Atlantic and b Paci®c-North
America sector
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3.1 Coupled experiment
The spatial patterns are presented by a regional EOFanalysis of the 500 hPa geopotential anomalies (using
100 model-years). The ®rst EOF in the North Atlantic
shows a NAO-like structure with two centers of action
near the Azores and Greenland (Fig. 1). The second
EOF displays a monopole structure, with its center extending from Great Britain to Iceland. The two EOFs
explain 37% and 24% of the total variance, their spatial
structures and explained variances resemble observational studies (Kutzbach 1970; Glowienka-Hense 1990;
Zorita et al. 1992). Furthermore, the coupled model is
also able to simulate the Paci®c-North American circulation in a realistic way: The ®rst EOF of the 500 hPa
geopotential anomalies shows a PNA-like pattern
(Fig. 1b, 46% of the total variance) and the second EOF
(18%) is similar to the West Paci®c pattern. Both EOFs
correspond to observations (Wallace and Gutzler 1981;
Wallace et al. 1993).
The temporal behaviour in the North Atlantic region
is characterized by the NAO index and compared to last
100 years of observations (Hurrell 1995). The observed
and simulated NAO vary on interannual up to interdecadal time scales (Fig. 2; thin: winter means; thick:
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Fig. 2a, b Time series of the
NAO-Index: a observations
from 1896 to 1995 (Hurrell
1995) and b coupled experiment
from model year 304 to 403.
Thin lines represent winter
means (December±February),
thick lines show the 5-year
running mean

Fig. 3a±d The centered variance (deviation from the long
term mean) of the 5 to 30 year
spectral band and spectra of the
un®ltered NAO index: a, b
observation and c, d coupled
experiment with solid circles
(open circles) denoting active
(passive) phases. Fitted AR(1)processes and 95% con®dence
levels are included in b, d by
thin lines

5-year running mean). Low-frequency variability is not
dominant throughout the whole time series but only in
certain phases. This indicates non-stationarity which can
be quanti®ed by spectral analysis (Fig. 3). The following

results are noted: the centered variance of the 5 to 30year spectral band (Fig. 3a, c) shows maxima (or active
phases; dot) and minima (or passive phases; circle) in
observations (active: 1963±1992, passive: 1933±1962)
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and the coupled simulation (active: 135±164, passive:
182±211). The active phase is dominated by periods
of 15 and 7 years analyzing the un®ltered observed
(Fig. 3b) and the un®ltered simulated NAO index
(Fig. 3d). Phases showing a minimum of low-frequency
variability are characterized by enhanced variance on
shorter time scales (observed: 4 year; simulated: 2.5 year
period). The ®tted AR(1) process and the 95% con®dence level introduced for both phases (Fig. 3b, d) show
that the temporal characteristic in these phases diers
signi®cantly, that is the NAO index behaves in a nonstationary manner. Both the observed and the simulated
distribution of the NAO index is wider in the active than
in the passive phase. This non-stationarity of the coupled experiment resembles the observational study
(Appenzeller et al. 1998) using proxy data.
3.2 Atmospheric experiment
The characteristic space and time scales of the consistent
atmospheric experiment with ®xed SST and sea-ice distribution is compared with the coupled experiment to
illustrate the eect of the internal atmospheric dynamics.
The spatial setting of the 100-year atmospheric experiFig. 4a, b As in Fig. 1 but for
the atmosphere experiment
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ment is presented by a regional EOF-analysis applied to
500 hPa geopotential anomalies. In the North Atlantic
the ®rst atmospheric EOF shows a NAO mode (Fig. 4a;
®rst and second EOF explain 39% and 27% of the total
variance) whose structure, explained variance, and total
variance resemble the coupled experiment. In the Paci®c
and North America region, the ®rst EOF displays a
PNA mode (Fig. 4b). The ®rst and second EOF are responsible for 35% and 23% of the total variance. In this
region the explained variance of the ®rst EOF and the
total variance is signi®cantly reduced near the Aleutian
low (99% signi®cance level using an f-test), because
ENSO-like variability is not included in this experiment.
The temporal behaviour of the NAO again shows
interannual to decadal variability in both the atmospheric experiment (Fig. 5a) and the coupled experiment
(Fig. 2a). Non-stationarity of the low-frequency variability can also be identi®ed in terms of an active and a
passive phase (active: 17±46, passive: 42±71, Fig. 5b).
The distribution of the NAO index in the two phases
behaves similar. However, the centered variance in the
atmospheric experiment (Fig. 5b) is less enhanced for
active phases and less reduced for passive phases than in
both coupled experiment and observation. In the active
phase, the dominant peak occurs at period of 10 years
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Fig. 5a±c Atmospheric experiment: a time-series of the NAO
index, b the centered variance of
the 5 to 30-year spectral band,
and c the spectra of the un®ltered NAO index of the active
(solid circle) and passive (open
circle) phase. Fitted AR(1)processes and 95% signi®cance
levels are included in c by thin
lines

and in the passive phase only the period of 4 years is
dominant (Fig. 5c).
In brief atmospheric dynamics are able to produce
large-scale eigenmodes similar to observations, but
ocean dynamics in¯uence the temporal behavior of these
eigenmodes. The characteristic space scales show a
dipole structure in the North Atlantic and a tripole in
the PNA region. However, the low-frequency variability
of the NAO in the atmospheric experiment is less enhanced for active phases and less reduced for passive
phases than in both the coupled experiment and the
observation.

4 Decadal regimes
The non-stationarity of the space-time variability identi®ed in the 100-year of both simulations is manifested
by phases of enhanced (active) and reduced (passive)
low-frequency variability of the NAO index (Sect. 3).
Now, the spatial structure of these 30-year phases is
separately analyzed by teleconnection maps identifying
two dierent decadal regimes. To illustrate the corresponding ocean-atmosphere coupling the coupled simulation is compared with the consistent atmospheric
experiment.
The active regional regime is characterized by two
regional modes in the teleconnectivity pattern: a NAO
and a PNA pattern (denoted by arrows in Fig. 6a).
Comparing the teleconnectivity at 500 hPa with that at
1000 hPa the NAO has a barotropic structure. The PNA
pattern is only found in the 500 hPa level, so it is a

baroclinic mode, which is consistent to the observational
study (Wallace and Gutzler 1981). The correlation maps
between the NAO index (Fig. 7a) and the 500 hPa
geopotential ®eld as well as the corresponding SST show
a regional structure (Fig. 7c, e) implying a regional atmosphere±ocean coupling. The correlation map between
a high-pass ®ltered (<5 years) NAO time series and the
SST displays no signi®cant correlations in the tropical
Paci®c region, so ENSO has no important in¯uence. In
the North Atlantic the correlation is reduced compared
to the un®ltered case but the tripole structure remains.
This reduction might be a pointer to the relevance of the
regional atmosphere±ocean coupling. Whether the coupling in the active phase is a two-way interaction
(GroÈtzner et al. 1998) or whether the ocean only integrates the atmospheric white noise (based on stochastic
climate model concept; Hasselmann 1976) is still an
open question. These results are compared with the
teleconnectivity and local correlations of the consistent
atmospheric experiment for the active phase. Here, an
NAO pattern similar to the NAO mode in the coupled
experiment is identi®ed but no PNA pattern (not
shown). The NAO centers are displaced eastwards and
the signal especially of the southern center is not as
distinct as in the coupled experiment. The correlation
between the NAO index (Fig. 8a) and the 500 hPa
geopotential ®eld shows again a regional structure
(Fig. 8c). Observational studies (Wallace and Gutzler
1981) analyzing the winter months from 1962 to 1976,
which is in a phase of enhanced low-frequency
variability, describe the regional modes similar to those
of the coupled experiment. Moreover, the analysis of
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aects the Atlantic region (not shown). The correlation
between the NAO index (Fig. 8b) and the 500 hPa
geopotential ®eld shows again a regional structure
(Fig. 8d). However, the strong connection with the tropics is missing in the atmospheric experiment.
Thus, to sum up, the active regional regime is dominated by a regional ocean±atmosphere coupling in the
North Atlantic and the passive global regime by a global
ocean-atmosphere coupling with a strong impact from
the tropics. Note that the total variance of the 500 hPa
geopotential is comparable in the active and the passive
phase of the coupled experiment (using an f-test with a
signi®cance level of 99%). The comparison of the coupled and the consistent atmospheric experiment demonstrates that the atmospheric dynamic already shows
large-scale modes and non-stationary space±time variability but the intensity of the modes are in¯uenced by
ocean dynamics. Both regimes are also found in other
active and passive phases of the 600-year coupled simulation (not shown). Moreover, the correlation between
band-pass ®ltered (5 to 30-year period) 500 hPa geopotential and the NAO index of the whole 600-year simulation show a regional pattern whereas the correlation
map of the high-pass ®ltered (>5-year) 500 hPa geopotential and the NAO index has a global structure.

5 Summary

Fig. 6a, b Coupled experiment: teleconnectivity at 500 hPa geopotential (strongest negative correlation on each one-point correlation
map) for a the active (year 135±164) and b the passive phase (year
182±211). Arrows show connections between the centers of action

NCEP data (using 1948±68 as passive and 1969±89 as
active phase) shows similar correlation pattern to the
coupled experiment in Fig. 7 (Walter and Graf submitted 2001).
The passive global regime is dominated by a PNA
pattern identi®ed by the teleconnectivity at 500 hPa
(denoted by arrows in Fig. 6b) with a barotropic West
Atlantic pole using also the teleconnectivity at 1000 hPa.
The PNA is associated with large parts of the tropics
and has a strong in¯uence on the Atlantic region which
is also displayed by correlation of the NAO index
(Fig. 7b) and the 500 hPa geopotential (Fig. 7d). The
NAO correlation with the global SST (Fig. 7f) shows
low values in the North Atlantic region, but is large in
the ENSO region where the explained variance reaches
values of 49%. Observational and modelling studies
(Zhang et al. 1996) show that the PNA pattern is connected to ENSO and that PNA can function as a link or
`bridge' between tropical and extratropical SST patterns
in the Paci®c. In the atmospheric experiment the teleconnectivity displays a baroclinic PNA mode which

Enhanced (active) and reduced (passive) low-frequency
variability of the NAO describes the non-stationarity of
midlatitude atmosphere-ocean coupling. This temporal
behavior and the associated spatial scales are used to
describe the decadal regimes utilizing a long time integration of a coupled atmosphere±ocean GCM and a
consistent atmospheric simulation forced by climatological SST:
1. The active phase is characterized by two regional
modes of the North Atlantic and the North Paci®c. In
the North Atlantic a barotropic NAO pattern dominates
with centers near Iceland and the Azores which is
correlated with the North Atlantic SST. In the North
Paci®c a baroclinic PNA mode is identi®ed.
2. The passive phase is associated with a global mode
with a dominant PNA pattern. Its Aleutian center is
strongly linked to the tropics (ENSO) and to the North
Atlantic region. The global correlation map of the NAO
index and the SST shows high values in the tropical
Paci®c and low values in the North Atlantic sector.
The parts of the global and regional structures associated with the two regimes have so far been documented
by observational and modelling studies. The active
regional regime is characterized by the atmospheric
eigenmode NAO correlated with the North Atlantic
SST. In coupled GCM experiments two processes are
presented as responsible for low-frequency variability:
(a) a coupled atmosphere±ocean mode is identi®ed where
the ocean reacts on wind ®eld variations and is able to
feedback to the atmospheric ®elds (GroÈtzner et al. 1998);
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Fig. 7 Coupled experiment: a, b the NAO-index and c, d its correlation with the 500 hPa geopotential, and e, f with the sea surface temperature
for the active regional (left) and the passive global regime (right); shaded areas are statistically signi®cant at a level above 99%

(b) replacing the full ocean model with a 50 m ®xeddepth mixed layer ocean shows that qualitatively similar
power spectra are found compared to the coupled experiment with a complex ocean (Christoph et al. 1998).
This suggests the subordinate relevance of a two-way
atmosphere±ocean interaction in the North Atlantic and
concludes that this coupled GCM experiment is mainly
based on the stochastic climate model concept (Hasselmann 1976). Therefore, further GCM simulations coupled with a mixed layer ocean have to be employed to
distinguish between one- and two-way coupling.
In the passive global regime a mode with a PNA
structure and connections with the tropics and the North
Atlantic is dominant and is correlated with the tropical
Paci®c SST. Observational studies which show an in¯uence of ENSO on the European climate (e.g. Fraedrich 1994) are a manifestation of this regime. In this
passive phase the energy ¯ux from the Paci®c to the
Atlantic is important whereas in the active phase the
regional atmosphere±ocean interaction in the North
Atlantic sector is dominant. The relevance between

passive (active) phase and the characteristic global (regional) spatial scales are also representative for other
phases in the coupled experiment demonstrated by the
correlation between a high-pass ®ltered (5±30 year bandpass ®ltered) NAO time series and the global 500 hPa
geopotential ®eld from a 600 year sample.
A discussion of the simulated non-stationarity of
ocean-atmosphere coupling may be helpful for the
understanding of the observed North Atlantic climate
variability, because observations and simulations show
several similarities. Firstly, a wavelet analysis of proxy
data displays similar non-stationary temporal behavior
(Appenzeller et al. 1998) as in the 600 year coupled
simulation (not shown). Secondly, there is no coupling
between Atlantic and Paci®c in the active phase in the
coupled experiment and in the observations over the last
30 years which are dominated by an active phase. Finally,
the correlation coecient between NAO and ENSO
(de®ned by the Southern Oscillation index, Darwin
minus Tahiti) increases from about zero in the active
phase (last 30 years) to about 0.35 in the passive phase
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Fig. 8 Atmospheric experiment: a, b the NAO index and c, d its correlation with the 500 hPa geopotential of the active (left) and the passive
phase (right); shaded areas are statistically signi®cant at a level above 99%

(years 1933 to 1962). Although we assume that the simulated ENSO (measured as anomalous sea surface temperature of the NinÄo3-area, 5°N to 5°S, 170°W to
120°W) is arti®cially regular with a period of about two
years (observations: 2±7 years), its impact on the global
circulation is less relevant for the interpretation of the
underlying mechanisms, because in the active phase
ENSO shows no important in¯uence on the North
Atlantic.
The comparison of the coupled and the atmospheric
experiment shows that the space scales are almost
identical, but their temporal behavior is modi®ed by the
in¯uence of ocean dynamics. Separation in time phases
is required to identify the causes of the regional versus
global atmosphere±ocean interaction. Furthermore, a
mixed layer ocean model may be employed in further
studies to separate the in¯uence of large-scale ocean
dynamics from the atmospheric induced anomalies in
the mixed layer showing the contribution of the one- and
two-way interaction in the active phase.
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